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The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Ways to Educate Your 

Customers
Through YOU and your Employees

Eric Barrett ○ Hal Kneen

Our Agenda

• Your Passion

• Mission & Branding

• Advocacy

• Buy-In from staff: Training

• Educating Customers

The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Passion

What feeds your business mind? What is Passion!

• Webster…

– Intense, driving, or overmastering feeling or 

conviction

– A strong liking or desire for or devotion to 

some activity, object or concept

Anything passionate about 4/$1 beets?

Selling Passion

• It’s more 

– Fun

– Profitable

– Rewarding

• It’s less

– Stressful

– Frustrating

– Testing…

Yummy Peppers - $5.00qt?
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It’s all about me!

"Without passion you 

don’t have energy, with 

out energy you have 

nothing."

— Donald Trump

Do you LOVE what you do?

Hal
• Meet people

• Grow plants

• Help people

• Find answers

• Promote 

agriculture

Refocusing On Your Passion

• Sometimes it’s a jolt

• Sometimes it’s a conference

• Many times – reflection with the team

Restaurant Impossible

On the Food Network

Take time to charge up…

• Once the season is here…I’m too busy…

• I don’t have time…

• We’ve always done it this way…

• People like Silver Queen…

• Teenagers are just a pain to hire…

• I’m in a rut…

• I’m exhausted after the season…

Passion vs. Frustration Moving on?

"You never achieve 

success unless you 

like what you are 

doing."

— Dale Carnegie
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Reflection with the team

• Why do we do this?

• Are there ‘secret complaints’ 

– of staff?

– of customers?

• What frustrates us?

• Excites us?

• How can we deal with these?

The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Mission & Branding
___+___= $$

What makes your customers 
salivate?

Brand + Product = Profitability

The Experience Economy

• that memory itself becomes the product

• can we go backwards and keep experience?

Eric’s Marketing Matrix

Brand
Management

Farmstead / 
Stand Image

Traditional
Advertising

W eb Site W eb
Presence 

& Social
Media

Resources Logo
Color 

Scheme
Font Scheme 

‘Way-finding’ 
Signage

Clothing
Display sign 

Facilities

Parking
Lighting/disp

Surroundings 

Ad Design
Print media

Broadcast 
PRs

Customer 

oriented 
Materials 

Update 
Blog

Twitter
Facebook

YouTube

Financials Update logo
-College/HS 

Class
-Firm - $200-

800

The simplest 
of 

changes 

Design Cost
Do-it-yourself

$50-$500
Printing

Rack Cards -

$500

$25-50/month 
host

$100/2 year 
software 

update

Staff person 
dedicated

Time 2 hrs/month 10 hrs/week 
pre-

season 

3 hrs/week 
pre 

season
0.5 hr/week 

season

1 hr/week all 
year

2.5 hours per 
week season

.25 hours per 
week off 

season

The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Advocacy
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Being Vocal

• Isn’t that what you think about when you 

hear advocacy?

– Farm Bureau sends folks to DC

– Extension asks you to go to Columbus

• What do you need to be vocal about?

– Your passion

– Structure it!

Current Events

• Were your employees able to answer 

these questions?

• Were you able to capitalize on these 

national food safety issues?

How do you fit?

• Local economy

• Sustainable for environment

• Organic vs. Conventional

– What exactly is conventional?

• Farmland preservation

• Way of life preservation

• Connection to the past

• Gate to Plate

Communicate your concept Don’t be negative of the other one
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Case Study: Chipotle The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Buy-In from staff:

Training

Hiring

One person with passion is 

better than forty people 

merely interested."

— E. M. Forster

Our Industry: Sales or Relationships?

6 key principles of persuasion
• Reciprocity

– Samples, Something FREE…

• Commitment and Consistency

– A wanting to be part of a movement…and 

• Social Proof

– People will do things that they see other people are doing

• Authority

– People will tend to obey authority figures (eat better)

• Liking

– People are easily persuaded by other people that they like

• Scarcity

– Perceived scarcity will generate demand

From: The Psychology of 

Persuasion By: Robert Cialdini

If you build it…they will…buy

Relationships

Relationships!

Part 1: Fundamental Techniques 

in Handling People

1. Don't criticize, condemn or 
complain. 

2. Give honest and sincere 
appreciation. 

3. Arouse in the other person 
an eager want. 
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Part 2: Six ways to make people 

like you

Part 3: Win people to your way of 

thinking

Part 4: Be a Leader: How to 

Change People Without Giving 

Offense
From: Dale Carnegie’s 

How to Win Friends and Influence People

Staff affect relationships

• Front line – difficult on busy days

• What’s in season?

• What does this taste like?

• How long will you have this?

• Do employees act positive or frustrated?

– Who’s fault?

Too often…we avoid

1. Initiate the greeting

2. Engage without 

confronting

3. Answer questions

4. Promote products

Start the relationship 
with employees who:

Only thing to avoid: YES or NO questions!

Ideas for the manual

Customer Complaints

• Who takes them?

• What records do you keep?

• Top complaints:

Being up on the trends

• Food Safety

• What is local?

• What is newest?

• FAQ’s

Make a list of their questions

• Daily/Weekly notes

– Share with all staff

• Feedback!

• Action!
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Training - Plan

1. Prepare - The first step in this process is to prepare the learner. The 
trainer should put the learner at ease and explain why the skill to be 
learned is important. Explain any hazards or problems that may be 
involved and how to deal with them. Answer any questions that the 
learner may have about the task. 

2. Tell - Explain the task thoroughly. Break it down into key parts or steps. 
Most employees will find that learning several smaller tasks and putting 
those together is easier than trying to learn one large skill all at once. 

3. Show - Demonstrate exactly how the task or skill is to be done for the 
employee. Involve the employee by asking questions and getting 
feedback. Have the learner explain the process or skill back to the 
trainer. 

4. Do - The learner now has the opportunity to perform or do the task. The 
trainer needs to help the learner develop confidence by carefully 
monitoring the learner at first, then allowing him or her to work without 
supervision. The employer needs to make sure that the employee does 
each step correctly and avoids developing any bad habits. 

5. Review - Provide honest feedback to the learner in terms of 
encouragement, constructive criticism, and additional comments. This is 
a great opportunity to praise the employee or correct their progress.  

Bernie Erven’s factsheets…

The Ohio Direct Marketing Team

Educating Your Customers

Marketing

• Marketing materials should match 

training materials

• Mix in the reasoning

• Answer the tough questions

• Get the conversation started

At a retail market:

Signage is ‘crazy’ important, RIGHT?

• Remind them of the brand

• Signage keeps sales moving when things are 

too busy…

– To talk with each customer

– By answering the questions they don’t ask

– To miss a sale!

• You are never too busy to NOT make great 

signage

Too much? Communication

• Honest

• Upfront

• To-The-Point!
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Positive? Or Telling? Better? Positive!

Telling? Telling! Fun!
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Beautiful! Action Oriented Sales Focused

Passion? Passion! Passion!
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Employees will take you further

• Through training

• With encouragement

• With rewards

• Through Extending the Passion of the 

business and the management team

Focus on your passion

• Translate this into:

– Mission

– Brand

– Marketing

• Utilize these to:

– Train employees

• You will:

– Generate customers

– Create sales & loyalty

Contact Us:

Presenters:

Eric Barrett, barrett.90@osu.edu

OSU Extension, Washington County

Buckeye Hills EERA –
http://washington.osu.edu

Mahoning County – coming February

Hal Kneen, kneen.1@osu.edu

OSU Extension, Meigs & Athens Counties 

Buckeye Hills EERA –

http://meigs.osu.edu http://athens.osu.edu


